Canonbury Home Learning
Year 5 Writing
Lesson 3
LO: To write in the role of a character.
Task:
Focus: Chapter 6 and Salim being given a ticket.
You will be writing a diary entry in the role of Salim. Write about your thoughts, feelings
and your reaction when a stranger offered you a ticket to go on the London Eye.
Ext: Draw a ticket to go on the London Eye. Remember this is a tourist attraction and
the ticket may be kept as a souvenir.
Success Criteria:
1. Writing in the first person (I, me, my)
2. Past tense
3. Events that happened in the run up to this
4. Character thoughts and feelings
5. Describe the other characters’ reactions (Kat, Ted, the stranger)
Word bank:
Sentence openers
You wouldn’t believe what
happened today…
Whilst waiting in the queue,
Walking past excited
tourists,
Looking ahead at the queue
I wonder why…

Adjectives
endless queue
claustrophobic
strong
safe
concerned
bustling tourists
tallest structure
sweeping views
tourist attraction

Nouns
Pods
London Eye
River Thames
South bank
Big Ben
Houses of
Parliament
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I wonder why…

Use the sentence openers below to help you organise your
writing.

 Dear Diary,
 Earlier today we went to….
 As we walked towards the London Eye, I could see…
 Whilst waiting in the queue, you wouldn’t believe what happened.

